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Abstract—Exponential death of neurons cause loss of motor control which eventually leads to movement and memory
disorder. The former is known as ataxias and the latter is known as dementias. Such disorders leads to clinical
conditions broadly called as neurodegenerative diseases. These diseases are incurable but a keen observation and
analysis of habits and behavior can result in early diagnosis of neurodegenerative diseases. This paper describes
various such traits of handwriting which can be used as markers in any automated system for early diagnosis of such
diseases . If diagnosed at an early age, effects of such diseases can be minimized and delayed further.
IndexTerms— Neurodegenerative diseases, motor control.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
I. Introduction
Neurodegenerative disease is a broad term used for variety of conditions which significantly affect the neurons in the human
brain. Neurons are the atomic units of the nervous system which are used to transfer signals in form of electrical pulses to all the
organs in a body. Motor neurons control intentional muscle activity for instance writing and take messages from nerve cells in
the brain to the muscles. Neurons do not replicate themselves. Thus, when these neurons die due to some clinical disorder they
cannot be replaced or replicated which causes eventual loss of communication between brain and sense organs. Examples of
neurodegenerative diseases include Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, and Huntington’s disease. These diseases are not curable and
eventually causes degeneration and death of nerve cells, due to which movement disorder known as ataxias or memory disorder
known as dementias are caused.
Some of the common Neurodegenerative diseases are Alzheimer’s disease ,Parkinson’s disease , Prion disease, Motor
neuron diseases (MND), Huntington’s disease (HD), Spinocerebellar ataxia (SCA), Spinal muscular atrophy (SMA).
Neurodegenerative diseases (NDD) have an extreme effect on the nervous system which includes muscles, the nerve-muscle
junction, nerves in the limbs, and motor nerve cells in the spinal cord etc. Nerve cells generates an electrical pulse and sends a
messages that manage the muscles so as to allow movements of the body parts for various day to day tasks, including
handwriting. Died or damaged neurons cannot appropriately control muscles.
Handwriting is one of the most noteworthy behaviors which are affected by such diseases. Handwriting is a result of a
complex network composed by cognitive, kinesthetic, and perceptual-motor abilities. In addition to these, visual and
kinesthetic perception, motor planning, eye-hand coordination, visual-motor integration, dexterity, and manual skills are
involved. Considerable changes in the handwriting pattern are the significant feature of Alzheimer Disease (AD) as well as
Parkinson Disease (PD). Learning and performing handwriting requires the interactions of multiple brain areas which includes
cerebral cortex, basal ganglia and cerebellum. There are various features of the writing process that are more vulnerable than
other and may register diagnostic signs. Handwriting analysis within this field of application is also encouraged by the fact that
the Minnesota Handwriting Assessment (MHA) is used to identify students (6-8 years old) with difficulties related to autism.
The test is also used to evaluate treatment effectiveness over time. It inspects the legibility, handwriting speed, form,
alignment, size and spacing.
The patients of alzheimer’s disease are observed to repeat some syllable and forgot others. Which eventually leads to distorted
word forming and distinguished writing pattern. Such disturbances are known as lexicosemantic disturbances. It is a type of
dementia that causes problems with memory, thinking and behavior. Disorders in handwriting abilities starts before AD can be
diagnosed clinically, and become more significant with time. Due to this disease, the patient has difficulty in recalling the text
he or she intended to write and remembering letters to form signature. Changes in handwriting resulting from AD are
forgetting letters within the text, unnecessary repetition of letters and unreasonable connection lines between words.
On the other hand Parkinsson’s disease, progressive deterioration of motor function is observed. Since irregular handwriting is
a well recognized feature of Parkinson's disease with micrographia being characteristic, handwriting analysis can prove to be
very important criteria for the diagnosis. Handwriting anomalies may appear at the early stages of the disease and thus may be
one of the first signs of impending PD.
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Fig.1 A sample writing of Parkinsson’s Disease patient and normal person. (Courtesy-Ling, H., Massey, L. A.,
Lees, A. J., Brown, P., & Day, B. L. (2012). Hypokinesia without decrement distinguishes progressive supranuclear palsy
from Parkinson’s disease. Brain, 135(4), 1141–1153. http://doi.org/10.1093/brain/aws038)

II. Methodology
As discussed in the Introduction, handwriting is a process that involves various complex communication processes in
nervous system. It includes several cognitive abilities too. Due to this, handwriting analysis can be used as a powerful tool for
early diagnoses for NGD [14, 23]. All the diseases have certain different effects on memory and motor control, thus creating
different distortion in handwriting patterns. [8, 25, 33]. Various neural activities can be recorded for an effective study of
brain areas related to motor learning. In the process of handwriting it is observed that two different parts of brain are involved.
The learning of motor sequences by two distinct neural systems, consisting of cortex-basal ganglia and cortex-cerebellum loop
circuits [12, 6]. A neural model of cortico-cerebellar interactions during attentive imitation and predictive learning of
sequential handwriting movements, suggests how cortical mechanisms interact with predictive cerebellar learning during
movement imitation [5]. A recurrent neural network actor-critic model of the basal ganglia and a feed-forward
correlationbased learning model of the cerebellum was proposed suggesting that basal ganglia and cerebellar learning systems
work in parallel and interact with each other. Still, these works did not provide computational models to test the validity of the
neural
schemes.
To
develop
an
effective and automated systems for the early detection and monitoring of NGD by Handwriting analysis, defining effective
features plays a significant role.
Some special handwriting characteristics of the person’s who are suffereing from neurodegenerative diseases are as
mentioned below• Writing speed- when compared to the normal people, people suffering from such disorders are slower while
writing. Due to continuous damage or death of neurons working of brain becomes slower. The cognitive power of
a person also declines with the progress of disease. Which eventually leads to decreased writing speed.
Speed of writing can easily be recorded by using electric pen and sensing tablets or digitizing tablets.
•

Jagged lines- such lines are very significant feature of handwriting of those people who suffers from NGD. Since
NGD effects the motor control mechanism of brain, it hampers normal hand movement too. Due to which shaky
hands are always observed which directly effects the handwriting.
Edge detection techniques can prove very helpful in identifying jagged lines in a particular writing specimen.

•

Micrographia- It is one of the most significant characteristic of handwriting of NGD patients. While writing a
long sentence considerable decrease in font size was registered usually. It also differs while writing in ruled or
unruled papers as well.

•

Increased Movement time- the reaction time of brain is increased, due to which all movements become slower.

•

Aspect ratio- it has been observed that for each word there is significant change in height to width ratio. Since,
the words are elongated and size of alphabets is decreased, significant changes in aspect ratio is recorded.
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On the basis of above characteristics various feature sets can be designed for diagnosis of NGDs on the basis of
handwriting. Any state of art classifiers can be used for classification purposes like SVM, radial basis function network, feed
forward networks etc.
III. Future Aspect
Regarding early diagnosis of NGDs, some automated systems have been proposed. Still it has been observed
that the efficiency of the systems can further be improved by paying attention to following problemsFirst problem is lack of well identified ad designed datasets [30]. Design of database must be done on the basis
of following significant features• Cardinality – The dataset used must not be very less or very large because it may lead to under fitting or
over fitting of the specimen. In recent studies a considerable cardinality was fixed between 50-60 specimen
per person[16].
•

Acquisition tool and protocol: Data can be acquired online or offline. In an online data acquisition method
the current state of a patient can be recorded instantaneously. The protocol used must be uniform for data
collection as well as for current data acquiring. So as to maintain uniformity among the data.

•

Cognitive model- NGDs do not involve only functional and behavioural changes but also result in
progressive cognitive decay. The acquisition protocol should take into account, to some extent.

•

Number and periodicity of sessions- So as to identify disease at various stages, a set of different users is
needed. At the same time in order to have the possibility to understand the evolution of the disease over
time, the same patient must be enrolled into the system in a periodic way, or when some specific event is
occurred.

The second problem is the classification problem. Simple pattern recognition can work for such approaches but at
the same time medical knowledge must also be incorporated. The medical knowledge of the evolution of the
disease cannot be ignored. If an automatic system is able to diagnose a disease in it s mature state it is of no use
in application world. It must be able to identify the disease in its early stage. Thus it is necessary to identify
different stages and evolution of disease. Tracking the evolution and to identify signs of worsening is a must. Till
date NGDs are not curable, but an early diagnosis of such diseases can slower the rate of damage and even delay
it to some extent. Research on handwriting and neuro-muscular diseases is not expected to replace standard
techniques, but to strengthen them by allowing an earlier diagnosis. To this aim Pattern Recognition approaches
should be specifically studied and coupled with Cognitive and neuro-muscular generation models.

IV.CONCLUSION
A brief overview of the handwriting analysis approaches for early diagnosis, monitoring and tracking of
neurodegenerative diseases is proposed in this paper. Specifically, Alzheimer and Parkinson diseases are taken
into account. In addition to this, some light is thrown on challenges in design of automated system for early
diagnosis of NGDs.
Handwriting analysis is an effective tool for dealing with the diagnosis and monitoring of the above cited
diseases. However, some challenges which still needs to be dealt with are open, and are mainly related to(i) cardinalities, most of the datasets currently available does not allow pattern recognition tools to be useful
(ii) since hand-writing kinematics has shown to be useful for discriminating between patients and healthy
controls, new protocols for the on-line acquisition of handwriting should be designed.
(iii) defining pattern recognition tools specifically devised for the automatic diagnosis and monitoring of
neurodegenerative diseases.
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